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The origin of this book is the utter inability of either of its authors to write legibly on a blackboard (or any other surface, for that matter). To save our students from what would have been the most severe form of pedagogical torture, we were forced to commit our lecture notes to an electronic format. Use of this medium also compensated for our inability to spell without the aid of a spell checker. Ultimately we decided that all of the late nights spent typesetting game theory notes should not go in vain. So we undertook to turn them into this book, which, of course, led to more late nights spent typing. We hope these weren’t wasted either.

We are most grateful to our students at Columbia and Princeton, on whom we inflicted early versions of our notes and manuscript. Puzzled looks and panicked office hours helped us learn how to convey game theory to students of politics. We also benefited from early conversations with Chris Achen, Scott Ashworth, Larry Bartels, Cathy Hafer, Keith Krehbiel, David Lewis, Kris Ramsay, and Thomas Romer on what a book on political game theory ought to look like. Along the way Stuart Jordan and Natasha Zharinova have provided valuable assistance and feedback. We especially thank John Londregan and Mark Fey for noting mistakes in earlier drafts. Finally, our greatest debts are to those who taught us political game theory:

---

1 Our misspelling styles are quite distinctive, however. For a given word, McCarty uses completely random spellings whereas Meirowitz consistently misspells the word in exactly the same way.
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